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Influence of HALO and drain-extension doping gradients
on transistor performance
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Abstract

For achieving a physical gate length lower than 50 nm and keeping at the same time good transistor performance, a careful design of
drain-extension and channel doping profiles is required. For this we investigate the influence of drain-extension and HALO doping gradients
at the drain-extension channel junction (DECJ). It is found that the influence of the drain extension doping gradient on the threshold voltage
roll-off behavior is small for steep profiles when keeping saturation current and overlap capacitance constant. On the other hand, the shape
of the HALO profile influences the threshold voltage roll-off characteristics and allows to adjust the roll-off behavior without degrading the
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. Introduction

For very deep sub-�m technologies, down scaling and
ransistor performance are strongly connected with the design
f appropriate doping profiles close to the drain-extension
hannel junction (DECJ) under the gate. Thereby, the roll-
ff behavior of the threshold voltage as well as the saturation
urrent play an important role and are in the focus of attention
n improving transistor performance. The goal is to get a high
tability of threshold voltage against gate length variation
or gate lengths close to the value of the nominal transistor,
o obtain high saturation current Ion (Ion: drain current at

g = Vdd and Vd = Vdd, Vdd: operating voltage), and low
off current (Ioff : drain current at Vg = 0 V and Vd = Vdd)
imultaneously. On the one hand, this means to suppress both
he punch through from the drain side and the lowering of
he source-channel potential barrier. On the other hand, one
eeds to decrease the source-channel potential barrier and

hus, the net concentration at the channel side of the DECJ in
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order to have high Ion. Concluding, one has to find a trad
off between improving the threshold voltage roll-off behav
and keeping constant Ion and overlap capacitance Cov.

A simple increase of channel doping concentration w
give a higher stability against gate length variations and a
Ioff value. However, this way one also has to accept a h
threshold voltage and a lower mobility in the inversion la
and, as a consequence, a lower saturation current. Th
provement of the roll-off behavior can also be achieve
increasing the doping profile gradient of the drain-exten
profile. The price one has to pay is an increase of the th
old voltage and a degradation of the saturation current fo
nominal gate length. Optimizing HALO implantation do
and distance between DECJ and gate edge in order to
pensate for the change of threshold voltage, saturation
rent, and overlap capacitance, results in a worsening o
roll-off behavior. Therefore, one needs to find another
in order to improve the threshold voltage roll-off behavio

The main tools used for the present investigation are
process and device simulation with DIOSISE [1] for process
and DESSISISE [2] for device simulation, respectively. T
E-mail address:erlebach@ise.ch (A. Erlebach). process simulator is applied to generate doping profiles and
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device structures. The simulated drain-extension and chan-
nel profiles are adjusted to match typical device data of very
deep sub-�m technologies like threshold voltage, saturation
current, junction depth, and overlap capacitance. However,
no specific calibration is done and many process steps are
simplified. Device simulation is performed with the drift dif-
fusion model using quantum corrections. The parameter set
of Darwish[3] is used for the inversion layer mobility. The
poly depletion effect is taken into account by solving the
Poisson equation in the poly silicon gate. It is well-known
that quasi-ballistic effects play an important role in the case
of ultra-short gates. Monte Carlo device simulation[4,5] is
therefore, well suited for those investigations, whereas hy-
drodynamic and drift diffusion models give either too high
or too low values for the saturation current. However, since
Monte Carlo simulation still requires too much computation
time, it can hardly be used for daily industrial applications
where many different process and device variants have to be
considered. Thus, we fit the high-field mobility in the drift
diffusion model to MC simulation results and then perform
all other simulations with the calibrated drift diffusion model.
The resulting failure will most probably not change the influ-
ence of the doping concentration on the electrical transistor
behavior.

In chapter II, we show results of the investigation of the in-
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Table 1
Saturation current for different drain-extension doping gradients with and
without compensation of saturation current degradation and overlap capac-
itance lowering

Variant Ion (�A)

A 590
B 360
C 490
D 530
E 550

(A: offset = 4 nm/low doping gradient, B: offset = 1 nm/high doping gradient,
C: offset = 1 nm/high doping gradient, D: offset = 1 nm/high doping gradient,
E: offset = 1 nm/high doping gradient). The HALO dose for the variants A,
B, and C is 4.0× 1013 cm−2, whereas the HALO dose for the variants D
and E is 3.5× 1013 cm−2 and 3.0× 1013 cm−2 respectively. The saturation
current is always for a constant Ioff of 10 nA.

2. Influence of drain-extension profile on threshold
voltage roll-off behavior

Fig. 1 presents the influence of the drain-extension dop-
ing gradient on the threshold voltage at a drain bias of 1 V.
The threshold voltage is determined at a drain current level of
0.1�A, where the current is normalized by the gate length.
The slope of the drain-extension profile is varied between 2
and 10 nm per decade, where an abruptness of 3. . .5 nm per
decade is required for a gate length of 32. . .37 nm according
to the ITRS roadmap[6]. Fig. 1 clearly shows that steeper
profiles result in a better roll-off behavior. On the other hand,
the threshold voltage is strongly increased by about 100 mV
for the longest channel considered here. The increase of the
threshold voltage causes a decrease of the saturation current
due to the lowering of the inversion charge. The saturation
current is further degraded by the lowering of the mobility
uence of the drain-extension doping gradient on the th
ld voltage roll-off characteristics. Chapter III explains
ffect of the compensation of threshold voltage shift and
ation current degradation by the adjusting distance bet
ECJ and gate edge and by decreasing the HALO impl

ion dose. The last section, investigates the influence o
hape of the HALO profile on the roll-off curves.

ig. 1. Dependency of threshold voltage on gate length for different d
verlap capacitance lowering (A: offset = 4 nm/low doping gradient, B
nm/high doping gradient, E: offset = 1 nm/high doping gradient). The

or the variants D and E is 3.5× 1013 cm−2 and 3.0× 1013 cm−2, respecti
tension doping gradients with and without compensation of saturationurrent and
= 1 nm/high doping gradient, C: offset = 1 nm/high doping gradient, Dset =
dose for the variants A, B, and C is 4.0× 1013 cm−2, whereas the HALO dos
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due to the higher doping concentration (higher doping con-
centration results in higher electric field at the silicon-oxide
interface). The higher threshold voltage is always connected
with a lower Ioff , whereas the mobility degradation affects
mainly the saturation current. The overlap capacitance is re-
duced by about 50%. For a fair evaluation of the different
variants (seeTable 1), we have to compare the saturation cur-
rents at constant Ioff . For each variant the same Ioff of 10 nA is
adjusted and the saturation current is extracted. InTable 1we
see that the saturation current of variant B drops down by a
factor of two compared to all other variants. Therefore, the in-
crease of the abruptness of the drain-extension profiles results
in a strong degradation of the saturation current. The differ-
ent compensation methods reduce the degradation. However,
they also cancel out the improvement of the threshold voltage
roll-off behavior.

3. Compensation of degradation of saturation
current

The increase of the abruptness of the drain-extension pro-
file results in a degradation of the saturation current. This is
a collateral effect of the improvement of the roll-off behavior
and has to be corrected in order to obtain the same perfor-
m n can
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Fig. 2. Explanation of the influence of the doping gradient on channel length
and net doping concentration.

threshold voltage. The goal is therefore to re-adjust the sat-
uration current by lowering the HALO implantation dose.
Because this is accompanied by a decrease of the doping con-
centration at the DECJ, the space charge region towards the
channel at the source and drain sides will be enlarged. This
again makes the roll-off behavior worse, partially canceling
the improvement achieved by increasing the drain-extension
doping gradient (seeFig. 2).

The main problem of the compensation methods discussed
above is the degradation of the improvement of the threshold
voltage roll-off behavior achieved by increasing the drain-
extension doping gradient. The degradation of the saturation
current is compensated by lowering the HALO dose from
4.0E13 to 3.0E13 cm−2 and by increasing the overlap be-
tween drain-extension and gate by 3 nm. As one can clearly
see, the compensation completely cancels the improvement
of the threshold voltage roll-off behavior.

4. Influence of shape of the HALO doping profile on
transistor performance

After the necessary adjustments for avoiding the degra-
dation of the saturation current, the possibilities to use the
drain-extension doping gradient for improvements of the roll-
o LO
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ance of the nominal transistor as before. The correctio
e done by tuning the offset between gate edge and DEC
y decreasing the HALO dose.

.1. Distance between DECJ and gate edge

The change of the drain-extension doping gradient re
n a change of the overlap capacitance, where steeper p
ive less capacitance. For some configurations and very
rofiles one can even obtain a degraded transistor withou
verlap resulting in a high channel resistance and a ver
aturation current. In order to keep the overlap capacit
onstant the distance between DECJ and gate edge is
sing selected process parameters. This mainly result

ateral shift of the drain-extension profile and, therefore
change of the effective channel length. When increa

he doping gradient of the drain-extension profile one h
enerate a shift of the junction of 2–5 nm on both sides o
hannel in order to correct for overlap capacitance and
ration current. This correction cancels already a part o

mprovement of the roll-off curve.Fig. 2explains the effect o
ncreasing the drain-extension doping gradient and of c
ensating the current degradation and overlap capaci

owering by shifting the DECJ back to the former positio

.2. HALO implantation dose

The doping gradient of the extension profile changes
he doping concentration at the channel side of the D

higher drain-extension doping gradient is connected
higher channel doping concentration. This increase
ff behavior are limited. However, the shape of the HA
rofile close to the DECJ gives another opportunity to
rove the roll-off behavior without degrading the satura
urrent too much. In this case the goal is to minimize the
f the space charge region at the lateral junction and to

able 2
aturation current for different HALO implantation energies with Ioff kept
onstant at 10 nA

ALO implantation energy (keV) Ion (�A)

2 380
4 485
6 510
8 555
0 560
2 580
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Fig. 3. Influence of the HALO implantation energy on threshold voltage for an offset between DECJ and gate edge of 2 nm, a low drain-extension doping
gradient, and a HALO dose of 5.0× 1013 cm−2.

the source-channel potential barrier. This way the electrical
channel length is increased and the threshold voltage roll-off
behavior is improved for a given physical gate length keeping
overlap capacitance and saturation current nearly unchanged.
The main task is to form the HALO profile in such a way that
the net concentration at the channel side close to the DECJ is
high enough and the decrease of the channel profile towards
the center of the channel is strong enough in order to avoid a
significant lowering of the saturation current. The extension
of the space charge region at the drain side of the DECJ is in
the range of some few nanometers, whereas the extension of
the space charge region at the other side of the DECJ is up to
10 times higher. Therefore, a reduction of that space charge
region should directly result in an improvement of the roll-off
behavior. In the following we consider different ways to con-
struct appropriate profiles using typical process parameters.
First we consider the influence of the HALO implantation
energy. Then we simulate the effect of the tilt angle.Table 3
gives an overview of the obtained tendencies.

4.1. Influence of HALO implantation energy

The HALO implantation energy controls the location of
the maximum of the net concentration in the channel and thus
also the concentration at the junction close to the gate oxide
s into

T
I ormanc

Ion

I ↓
I ↓
I O
D ↑
D ↑
( nce on

the depth and lower energy towards the interface. A too low
HALO implantation energy results in a high dopant dose loss
in the poly-silicon gate and in the surrounding oxide. There-
fore, there should be an optimum for the HALO implantation
energy.Fig. 3 shows the effect of the HALO implantation
energy on the threshold voltage roll-off. One can clearly see
that extremely low and extremely high energies result in bad
roll-off characteristics, whereas the medium energies show a
better roll-off behavior because the concentration maximum
is close to oxide silicon interface and DECJ, and the gradi-
ent of the HALO profile towards the middle of the channel is
relatively high. InTable 2the influence of the HALO implan-
tation energy on the saturation current is presented, where Ioff
is kept constant. No pronounced degradation of the saturation
current is observed.

4.2. Influence of tilt angle

Using relatively high HALO implantation energy, tilt an-
gles in the range from 25◦ to 35◦ result in the deposition of
dopant atoms deep under the poly gate fare away from the
DECJ. In those cases even the doping concentration in the
middle of the channel is dominated by the HALO implan-
tation. Any change of the dose therefore directly causes a
change of the threshold voltage, since the doping concentra-
t tance
ilicon interfaces. Higher energy shifts the maximum

able 3
nfluence of typical doping and process parameters on transistor perf

Vth

ncrease of drain-extension doping gradient ↑
ncrease of HALO implantation dose ↑
nfluence of HALO implantation energy O
ecrease of HALO implantation angle ↓
ecrease of offset between gate edge and DECJ ↓

↓) decrease; (↑) increase; (O) optimum to adjust; (–) no or small influe
e

Ioff Ion/Ioff Cov Roll-off behavior

↓ ↑ ↓ Improved
↓ ↑ Improved

O O O
↑ O Degraded
↑ ↓ ↑ Degraded

ly.

ion in the entire channel is changed. The overlap capaci
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is only slightly influenced. In general the threshold voltage
roll-off behavior is becoming worse with smaller tilt angles.
A decrease of the tilt angle down to 25◦ should result in de-
graded roll-off curves. For very low tilt angles the transistor
has a high off-current and is open for zero gate voltage at gate
lengths shorter than 40 nm. However, a higher HALO dose
could result in both good roll-off behavior and high satura-
tion current. Further investigations are necessary to confirm
this.

5. Conclusion

It has been shown by process and device simulation that the
improvement of the roll-off behavior of a deep sub-�m tran-
sistor by increasing the doping gradient of the drain-extension
profile is limited because of the collateral degradation of satu-
ration current and overlap capacitance. The compensation of
the degradation of Ion and Cov deteriorates the roll-off behav-
ior. Hence the doping profile gradient of the drain-extension
profile is not the proper parameter for improving the tran-
sistor performance under these circumstances. On the other

hand, it has been demonstrated that optimizing the HALO
profile results in a better threshold voltage roll-off behavior
without degrading saturation current and overlap capacitance
too much.
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